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The Patriot was manufactured at Chrysler 's Belvidere, Illinois assembly plant alongside the
Compass. In the U. Both front-wheel drive and four-wheel drive are available. The Patriot
features two four-wheel drive systems both of which are electronically controlled. The basic
four-wheel drive system is called Freedom Drive I. The ECC clutch is pulsed during turns to
avoid the system from binding the drivetrain. The other system, called Freedom Drive II , is
based on Freedom Drive I, but by using the vehicle's CVT transmission it is capable of a gear
reduction simulating a low range usually found in vehicles with dedicated transfer cases. This
"crawl" ratio is achieved with a much lower numerically higher rear differential gear compared
to non Freedom Drive II vehicles. The 2. For Europe and Australia, a 2. All EU cars are fitted as
standard with four wheel drive and a version of the Freedom Drive System that tuned differently
from the U. The Patriot uses a continuously variable transmission equipped with a four wheel
drive system , marketed as Freedom Drive II, capable of holding the lowest ratio the CVT can
reach, in lieu of a traditional two-speed transfer case. The Patriot carries Jeep's "Trail Rated"
badging. The Patriot received minor interior and exterior upgrades for The front fog lamps were
shrunken and relocated, and the "Patriot" lettering on the rear bumper was removed and
replaced with a more traditional rear bumper. In Canada, North Edition replaced the Latitude
trim with slightly different equipment. In the EU market, the 2. For , a 70th Anniversary Edition
model was offered to commemorate the Jeep history. It was based on the Sport model with
special olive or beige interior colors, unique alloy wheels, a nine-speaker Boston Acoustics
premium sound system with subwoofer and fold-down lift gate speakers, Sirius XM Radio , a
leather-wrapped steering wheel , leather seats , heated front seats, and other features. This
model was available from May to October For only, an Altitude Edition model, based on the
Sport model, was offered. It featured a black leather upholstery, special black-finished alloy
wheels, a nine-speaker sound system, Sirius XM Radio, a leather-wrapped steering wheel,
heated front seats, and black-painted exterior accents. This model started production in May ,
and was only available for a few months. For the model year, a Freedom Edition model, based
on the Sport model, was offered to commemorate Jeep's commitment to the U. Army and
military , as well to commemorate all of the soldiers who have served. It has a special star hood
decal , power leather seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, Sirius XM Radio, and
dark-finished alloy wheels. This model features Commando Green Metallic exterior paint that is
not available on other Jeep Patriots. The Jeep Patriot underwent many changes in trims or
models for the model year; however, was the first model year that Freedom Drive 1 Patriots
came with a Hyundai 6-speed automatic transmission instead of the CVT. Models without
additional optional side air bags were rated Marginal. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Cars. The Jeep Patriot launched in as a model, simultaneously with the Compass with which it
shares underpinnings. Jeep's logic behind building two very similar models was to pitch the
Patriot as a cheaper, more rugged vehicle and the Compass as a more civilized, comfortable
crossover version. Unfortunately, the automaker has failed at both tasks and will soon replace
the Patriot and Compass with a single model. The Patriot's only selling point nowadays is its
price, as it's the most affordable model sold by the 4x4 specialist. Apart from its above-average
off-road capabilities with the optional Freedom Drive II all-wheel drive package, the Patriot lags
behind its rivals in all areas. The standard 2. The base transmission for both engines is a
five-speed manual, but higher grades get an annoying CVT or a better six-speed auto only for

the 4WD model. European models have been offered with a VW-sourced hp 2. Sadly, that comes
with the CVT included, but that's a sacrifice to make if you want a decent 4x4 vehicle. On the
road, the Patriot exhibits a lot of body roll in corners and a harsh ride â€” which is curious
because these two characteristics shouldn't go hand in hand. The steering lacks feedback, but
the brakes are good. Standard front-wheel drive models are agonizingly slow, but 4WD versions
equipped with the larger engine and CVT aren't much quicker. However, in a side crash scenario
the model received five stars. Still, these results are really bad. The Patriot's crashworthiness
was not assessed in Europe. Overall, the Patriot is safer than the Compass, but not by much.
The ride is unpleasantly harsh, particularly on rougher surfaces, and that affects comfort a lot
â€” although the soft seats mitigate that to an extent. The Patriot's interior is not a quiet
environment: there's lots of wind and tire noise, as well as engine noise particularly in models
equipped with the 2. Entry-level Jeep Patriot Sport vehicles lack basic amenities such as power
accessories and air conditioning. Even a telescoping steering wheel and height-adjustable
driver's seat are missing from the base model, which means finding a good driving position is
not easy. The Patriot's interior is as rugged as its exterior. The entry-level model's cabin is
covered with cheap, hard plastics, and the cloth upholstery is as basic as they come. The fit and
finish are nothing special, although higher trims look and feel better thanks to features such as
the leather upholstery and slightly upgraded materials. Don't get your hopes up too high,
though: even the range-topping Limited trim looks more like an economy car inside than a
modern crossover. The buttons and switches won't give you any tactile pleasure, but at least
they're well-placed and intuitive to use. As with the Compass, interior space is rather
disappointing in the Patriot. While the front seats offer plenty of headroom and legroom, things
are tight in the back. Legroom is in short supply, and the bottom cushion is placed too low.
Even so, two adults can travel in reasonable comfort for longer trips. Put three adult passengers
in there, though, and they would end up hating each other. Cargo capacity is too small, with 23
cu-ft behind the rear seat backs and just These values are good for a compact hatchback, not
for a crossover SUV. Compared to modern crossovers, the Compass offers an outdated and
optional 6. The optional speakers that drop down from the tailgate to blast music outside are a
welcome feature for outdoor parties. Standard infotainment features for the base Sport model
only include a four-speaker sound system with CD player, satellite radio and auxiliary audio
jack, as well as Bluetooth connectivity. Apart from European-spec models fitted with diesel
engines, the Patriot's fuel economy record is not competitive. Both the 2. In comparison, the
Patriot 2. The entry-level Sport trim is quite spartan, to say the least. The Patriot is Jeep's most
affordable model, with a U. Upgrading to all-wheel drive and the larger 2. Even so, it's priced too
close to the newer, much better Renegade. The bottom line is we wouldn't recommend you buy
a Patriot unless you get a very consistent discount. If you do buy one, make sure it's a model or
higher â€” these are improved facelifted versions. Home Car Reviews. Drive Interior Budget
Specs. Powertrain The standard 2. Comfort The ride is unpleasantly harsh, particularly on
rougher surfaces, and that affects comfort a lot â€” although the soft seats mitigate that to an
extent. Quality The Patriot's interior is as rugged as its exterior. Practicality As with the
Compass, interior space is rather disappointing in the Patriot. Infotainment Compared to
modern crossovers, the Compass offers an outdated and optional 6. Efficiency Apart from
European-spec models fitted with diesel engines, the Patriot's fuel economy record is not
competitive. Acquisition The Patriot is Jeep's most affordable model, with a U. Click on a model
to learn more about it. Tags Jeep Jeep Patriot jeep patriot review jeep patriot problems patriot.
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Wrangler took the industry by storm. The Compass and Patriot were the first Jeep Brand
vehicles to reach into the small cross-utility segment. A seven-passenger Jeep Commander was
introduced in A new Jeep Cherokee KK was introduced in The Liberty infused bold engineering
advances like an independent front suspension and a new 3. For the model year, Liberty was
offered with an optional 2. Ten inches longer in wheelbase inch and 15 inches longer in overall
length, the Unlimited offered two inches more rear leg room, more interior space, and greatly
enhanced on-road handling. The Unlimited was slightly different from the long military TJ-L
model, adding five inches of rear overhang but having less space in the mid-body. The
increased wheelbase offered more refined on-road comfort, as well as versatility and increased
towing capacity to 3, pounds when properly equipped. In , the Jeep Brand introduced the
Rubicon Unlimitedâ€”it featured the wheelbase of the Unlimited and off-road features of the
Rubicon. The all-new Grand Cherokee WK debuted in as a model. This revamped Grand
Cherokee combined power, luxury and a significantly quieter, more comfortable ride. The

ground-up transformation continued with a choice of three power plants including the mighty
horsepower 5. The boxy styling on the Commanderâ€”with upright windshield and squared-off
sidesâ€”instantly distinguishes it from its cousin. Basic power and drive train offerings were
the same as the Grand Cherokee WK. To be Trail Rated, a vehicle must meet performance
standards in traction, articulation, ground clearance, maneuverability and water fording. This
unique vehicle was available with unique exterior paint color Bronze Star Pearl , 70th
Anniversary badging, and more. The Patriot MK was an extremely popular model that offered
numerous adventures over its decade of production. In short, the Wrangler is designed to
satisfy hardened off-road enthusiasts and luxury SUV drivers alike, with minimal compromise to
either extreme. For , all Wrangler models boast an all-new interior, and Sahara models feature a
more premium body-color hardtop. Wrangler Unlimited combines superior off-road capability
with everyday practicality including room for five adult passengers and the most cargo space
ever offered in a Wrangler. On the inside, seat comfort, cargo capacity and passenger room
were improved. This distinctive vehicle was available with a distinctive exterior paint color
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Page 1 of 1 The Jeep brand has continued its expansion into untraveled territory revealing the
Jeep Patriot at the opening day of the New York International Auto Show. This all-new compact
sport-utility vehicle SUV delivers fun, freedom, utility and best-in-class Jeep 4x4 capability. The
Jeep Patriot combines the packaging and interior flexibility of an SUV with the performance,
handling and fuel economy of a compact car. In the U. Freedom Drive I is an available full-time,
active four-wheel-drive system with Lock mode designed to give drivers year-round assurance,
as well as the ability to handle rough weather and low-traction conditions. This active
four-wheel-drive system is recommended for daily use, including driving in snow and rain.
Freedom Drive I features a lockable center coupling, giving drivers the ability to put the Jeep
Patriot in four-wheel-drive Lock mode to handle deeper snow, sand and other low-traction
surfaces. The Freedom Drive II Off-Road Package includes a second-generation continuously
variable transaxle with a low range CVT2L that engages when the off-road mode is activated,
inch all-terrain tyres and alloy wheels, a full-size spare tyre, air-filtration system, skid plates, tow
hooks, fog lamps and seat height adjuster. The available Freedom Drive II Off-Road Package is
recommended for true off-road situations that include steep grades, wheel lift and rock or log
climbing. Jeep Patriot's flexible interior gives buyers the capability to do more in terms of
seating friends and storing gear. A command-of-the-road seating position gives drivers an
added feeling of control. Jeep Patriot has milimetres of rear seat leg room, 1. The Jeep Patriot's
powertrain is designed to deliver world-class performance, fuel economy and refinement. The
Patriot features a 2. This 2. Jeep Patriot also features a standard five-speed manual transaxle
and an available CVT that Chrysler Group engineers calibrated for pleasing engine response
and precise ratio control. CVT contributes to a fuel economy improvement of per cent compared
with a traditional four-speed automatic. Page 1 of 1. Add your comments on the Jeep Patriot.
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